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13891 that are worth maintaining.534 Legis-
lation such as the Guidance Out of Darkness 
Act (H.R. 1605, S. 628) could help address 
some of the shortcomings in guidance disclo-
sure. In addition, current reporting distin-
guishes poorly between rules and guidance 
documents affecting the private sector 
and those affecting internal government 
operations.535 

Additional information could be incorpo-
rated as warranted—for example, success or 
failure of special initiatives such as executive 
branch restructuring (from Al Gore’s “Re-
inventing Government” under Clinton to 
Trump’s executive branch streamlining to 
Biden’s E.O. 14058 on “Transforming Fed-
eral Customer Experience and Service De-
livery to Rebuild Trust in Government”536) 
or updates on ongoing regulatory reform or 
disclosure campaigns. Providing historical 
tables for all elements of the regulatory en-
terprise would prove useful to scholars, third-

party researchers, members of Congress, and 
the public. By making agency activity more 
explicit, a regulatory transparency report 
card would help ensure that policy makers 
take the growth of the administrative state 
seriously, or at least afford it the same weight 
as fiscal concerns.

Ending Regulation without 
Representation:  
The “Unconstitutionality 
Index”—23 Rules for Every Law

Administrative agencies, rather than the 
elected Congress, do the bulk of U.S. law-
making. Columbia University legal scholar 
Phillip Hamburger has described the rise 
of the modern administrative state as run-
ning counter to the Constitution, which 
“expressly bars the delegation of legislative 
power.”537 But agencies are not the primary 
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• Tallies of “economically significant” rules and minor rules by department, agency, and commission. 
• Tallies of significant and other guidance documents, memoranda, and other “regulatory dark matter” by 

department, agency, and commission. 
• Numbers and percentages of executive and independent agency rules deemed “Deregulatory” for E.O 13,771 

purposes.
• Numbers and percentages of rules affecting small business, Deregulatory component. 
• Depictions of how regulations and guidance accumulate as a small business grows. 
• Additional agency rules subject to Regulatory Impact Analysis and other scrutiny. 
• Aggregate cost estimates of regulation by category: paperwork, economic, social, health and safety, environmental.
• Tallies of existing cost estimates, including subtotals by agency and grand total.
• Numbers and percentages of regulations that contain numerical cost estimates.
• Numbers and percentages lacking cost estimates, with explanation. 
• Analysis of the Federal Register, including number of pages and proposed and final rule breakdowns by agency.
• Number of major rules reported on by the Government Accountability Office in its database of reports on 

regulations. 
• Number and percentage of agency rules and guidance documents presented to Congress in accordance with the 

Congressional Review Act.
• Ranking of most active rulemaking agencies. 
• Rules that only affect internal agency procedures.
• Number of rules new to the Unified Agenda, number of rules carried over from previous years.
• Numbers and percentages of rules facing statutory or judicial deadlines that limit executive branch ability to 

restrain them or for which weighing costs and benefits is statutorily prohibited.
• Percentage of rules reviewed by the Office of Management and Budget and actions taken.

Box 6. Regulatory Transparency Report Card, Recommended Official Summary Data by 
Program, Agency, and Grand Total, with Five-Year Historical Tables




